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22
LESSON

CAPSTONE: HANGMAN GAME
In this capstone you’re going to build a hangman game. The game will incorporate a status message, letter slots for the word, and buttons for guessing letters (figure 22.1).
You’ll start your project using the start folder included in the code accompanying this
book. If at anytime you get stuck, you can also check out the final folder with the completed game. The start folder is a project already set up to use Babel and Browserify (see
lessons 1–3); you just need to run npm install to get set up. If you haven’t read lessons 1–3,
you should before doing this capstone. There’s also an included index.html file: this is
where the game will run. It already includes all the HTML and CSS it needs; you just need
to open it in a browser once you bundle your JavaScript files. The src folder is where
you’ll put all your JavaScript files, and the dest folder is where the bundled JavaScript file
will go after you run npm run build.

Figure 22.1
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A hangman game
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The words module

22.1 Planning
You’re going to break your game into several modules, so it makes sense to start by
identifying what modules you’re going to break the game into. Before you can start the
game, you’ll need a random word. It makes sense to create a module for generating random words. Second, you’ll need to keep track of the status of your game—whether the
game was won, lost, and so on. So you’ll need a status module as well. There will be
three parts of the UI that need to be displayed to the user. First is a representation of the
game’s status; call this status-display. You’ll also need to show the letter slots for the word
the player is guessing; call this letter-slots. The third UI element you’ll need will be buttons for each letter of the alphabet so the player can make their guesses. Call this module keyboard. Finally, you’ll need the glue that puts all these modules together to create
the actual game. There won’t be much glue so you’ll just do this in the index.

22.2 The words module
Start with a simple function that just returns an array of words.

Listing 22.1 src/words.js
function getWords(cb) {
cb(['bacon', 'teacher', 'automobile'])
}
Invoke the callback

The function
accepts a callback
as a parameter.

with your array of
words.

Instead of returning an array of words, you use a callback to pass back an array of
words. In its current state, that might not make sense, but this will allow rewriting the
getWords function later to use an AJAX request to get words from an API or some external
resource.
Now that you have your words, you need a function that will return a random word, as
shown in the following listing.

Listing 22.2 src/words.js
export default function getRandomWord(cb) {
getWords(words => {
Pass a cb to getWords.
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const randomWord = words[Math.floor(Math.random() * words.length)]
cb(randomWord.toUpperCase())
Get a random
})
}

word from the
words array.

Invoke the callback given to
getRandomWord with your
random word.

This is it for your words module. You only exported the getRandomWord function from the
module because the rest of the game won’t need an array of words, just a single random
word at a time. Also since you only exported a single function, you set it as the default
export. Next you’ll build the status module.

22.3 The status module
There are four statuses that you’ll use for the game: how many guesses are remaining,
whether or not the player has won, whether or not the player has lost, and whether or
not the game is still in play (when they still have guesses remaining and they haven’t
won or lost). The random word along with the player’s guesses will be needed to determine any of these statuses, so you’ll export a function for each one that accepts the current word and guesses as parameters.

Listing 22.3 src/status.js
You don’t need to export
this because nothing
else should need it.

const MAX_INCORRECT_GUESSES = 5

Find all the letters
that have been
guessed and aren’t
in the word.

export function guessesRemaining(word, guesses) {
const incorrectGuesses = guesses.filter(char => !word.includes(char))
return MAX_INCORRECT_GUESSES - incorrectGuesses.length
Determine if all
the letters in
}
the word have

been guessed.
export function isGameWon(word, guesses) {
return !word.split('').find(letter => !guesses.includes(letter))
}

export function isGameOver(word, guesses) {
return !guessesRemaining(word, guesses) && !isGameWon(word, guesses)
}
If the game hasn’t been
export function isStillPlaying(word, guesses) {

won and there are no
guesses yet it’s game over.

The game’s interface modules

return guessesRemaining(word, guesses) &&
!isGameOver(word, guesses) &&
!isGameWon(word, guesses)
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As long as there are guesses
and the game hasn’t been won
or lost, the player is still playing.

}
Notice how you didn’t export the MAX_INCORRECT_GUESSES constant. This is because nothing
else will use it, and you should only export what’s needed by other modules and nothing more to keep the API surface as small as possible, which will make future changes
and debugging easier. The other four functions will all be used by other modules to
make the game work, so you export all of them. That doesn’t mean you should always
export every function, though. If one of these functions used a helper function to determine its value, you wouldn’t export such a helper function because it wouldn’t need to
be used elsewhere.
You may be asking yourself, why pass around the word and guesses as function arguments? Why not just import them? You could do that and it would work. But doing so
would tightly couple all the individual modules to the main game logic (where the
word and guesses get stored), which would make them much harder to isolate and test.
In this small game you won’t be adding any tests, but it’s still a good practice.
Next we’ll focus on the three UI elements: the status display, the letter slots, and the keyboard.

22.4 The game’s interface modules
As we said before, you have three pieces of UI: the status display that will show how
many guesses are left or if the game is over or won, the letter slots, and the keyboard.
You could make a single UI module that exports each one; that wouldn’t be wrong, but I
would prefer to put each into its own module. They don’t share any logic or have anything else that would suggest they belong together other than all being parts of the UI,
so I think this makes the most sense. I would prefer a few simple modules over a single
more complicated one, and if you later decided to add more pieces of UI, it would further suggest that each one should be its own module.
Each UI module will export a single function that returns the HTML (as a string) representing that part of the game’s interface. All the UI modules will require the player’s
guesses, while the status display and letter slots will also require the current random
word. So they’ll also accept them as parameters similar to the status module.
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OK, so you have a simple API that each UI module will adhere to. It will export a single
function (you’ll make it a default export) and that function will accept the data it needs
and return a string of HTML. Start with the status display module.

Listing 22.4 /src/status_display.js
import * as status from './status'

Import all values into a
single status object.

function getMessage(word, guesses) {
Invoke the imported
if (status.isGameWon(word, guesses)) {
functions from the
return 'YOU WIN!'
generated status object.
} else if (status.isGameOver(word, guesses)) {
return 'GAME OVER'
} else {
return `Guesses Remaining: ${status.guessesRemaining(word, guesses)}
}
}
export default function statusDisplay(word, guesses) {
return `<div>${getMessage(word, guesses)}</div>`
}
The status display will need most of the status functions, so instead of individually
importing them, import everything from the status module and group it all together
into a generated status object. You then can invoke any of the functions directly from the
created status object.
Other than that, this module is pretty simple. It just generates a message determined by
the status of the game. Next you’ll build the letter slots module.

Listing 22.5 /src/letter_slots.js
function letterSlot(letter, guesses) {
if (guesses.includes(letter)) {
return `<span>${letter}</span>`
} else {
return '<span>&nbsp;</span>'
}
}
export default function letterSlots(word, guesses) {
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const slots = word.split('').map(letter => letterSlot(letter, guesses))
return `<div>${ slots.join('') }</div>`
}
This module is simple as well: you generate a bunch of spans corresponding to each letter in the word. The span will either be empty or reveal the letter, depending on whether
the player has guessed that letter or not. Again you export our one default function as
planned. Now do the final bit of UI, the keyboard module, as shown in the next listing.

Listing 22.6 /src/keyboard.js
A quick way to get an
array of all the letters
in the alphabet

You want the first
13 letters in the
const alphabet = 'ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ'.split('') first row and the last
13 in the last row.

const firstRow = alphabet.slice(0, 13)
const secondRow = alphabet.slice(13)
If the letter was guessed, you

function key(letter, guesses) {
don’t want to give them the
option to guess it again, so
if (guesses.includes(letter)) {
use a span.
return `<span>${letter}</span>`
} else {
return `<button data-char=${letter}>${letter}</button>`
}
If the letter wasn’t
}
guessed, you used

a button to allow
export default function keyboard(guesses) {
them to select it.
return `
<div>
<div>${ firstRow.map(char => key(char, guesses)).join('') }</div>
<div>${ secondRow.map(char => key(char, guesses)).join('') }</div>
</div>
Map each letter into a button
or span depending on whether
`
the letter was guessed.
}

This module is also pretty simple: it generates a list of all the letters in the alphabet,
making the letters that haven’t been guessed yet as buttons and the letters that have
been guessed as spans.
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That’s all the UI you’ll need. In the next section you’ll put it all together and create a
working game.

22.5 The index
The index is the entry point of your application. Here you’ll orchestrate all the individual
modules, creating a functional game. First import everything you’re going to need, as
shown in the next listing.

Listing 22.7 /src/index.js
import
import
import
import
import

getRandomWord from './words'
{ isStillPlaying } from './status'
letterSlots from './letter_slots'
keyboard from './keyboard'
statusDisplay from './status_display'

You import the default function from the words module as well as all the UI modules.
But you only need the isStillPlaying function from the status module to determine if you
should still interact with the player.
In the next listing you just need to make a function that renders the actual game.

Listing 22.8 /src/index.js
function drawGame(word, guesses) {
document.querySelector('#status-display').innerHTML =
➥statusDisplay(word, guesses)
document.querySelector('#letter-slots').innerHTML =
➥letterSlots(word, guesses)
document.querySelector('#keyboard').innerHTML = keyboard(guesses)
}
Here you invoke each of the UI functions you imported and use innerHTML1 to insert them
into your web page where needed. You don’t need any other logic for the interface
because each UI module handles that itself using the word and guesses. So the only
other things you need to do are get a random word, listen for button clicks, and add
each guess to a list of guesses, as the following listing shows.
1

See https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Element/innerHTML
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Listing 22.9 /src/index.js
First you need to get
a random word.

getRandomWord(word => {
const guesses = []

You also need a
place to store the
player’s guesses.

Use event
delegation to listen
to all click events.

document.addEventListener('click', event => {
if (isStillPlaying(word, guesses) && event.target.tagName
guesses.push(event.target.dataset.char)
drawGame(word, guesses)
...add the letter
}
Redraw
the player
})
the game.
guessed to
drawGame(word, guesses)
})

=== 'BUTTON') {
If the game is still
in play and the
player clicked a
button...

your array.

Draw the initial game UI.

After you get a random word, you start listening for button clicks using event delegation.2 Every time the player makes a guess, the entire UI is destroyed and recreated. This
could be optimized, but for this small game it’s OK and makes the game much simpler.
Event delegation allows you to add the click event listener once without needing to
reregister it every time the UI is rebuilt.
You now have a working game. You can build the game using npm run build in your terminal and then open index.html in your browser!

Summary
In this capstone you created a hangman game. You started by making a word module
for generating the random word used for your game. You then worked on the status
and interface components of the game. You finally put all the pieces together in the
index file. You’re currently only using three random words, which doesn’t make it very
hard to guess. Feel free to update the game with a longer list of words or use an API.
You can also take this game further by adding a Play Again button to restart the game
once it’s over.

2

See: https://davidwalsh.name/event-delegate

